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Abstract. This paper provides the first efficient, standard-model, fully-
secure schemes for some related and challenging forms of public-key
encryption (PKE), namely deterministic and hedged PKE. These forms
of PKE defend against subversion of random number generators, an end
given new urgency by recent revelations on the nature and extent of such
subversion.We resolve the (recognized) technical challenges in reaching
these goals via a new paradigm that combines UCEs (universal compu-
tational extractors) with LTDFs (lossy trapdoor functions). Crucially,
we rely only on a weak form of UCE, namely security for statistically
(rather than computationally) unpredictable sources. We then define and
achieve unique-ciphertext PKE as a way to defend against implementa-
tion subversion via algorithm-substitution attacks.

1 Introduction

Recent revelations about the prevalence of mass-surveillance and subversion raise
new challenges for cryptography. This paper is concerned with subversion of
public-key encryption (PKE). We first consider randomness-subversion attacks,
namely ones that undermine randomness-generation processes. Forms of PKE
resisting these have in fact already been defined, namely deterministic public-key
encryption (D-PKE) [3] and hedged public-key encryption (H-PKE) [4]. How-
ever, good schemes —we mean efficient ones providing full security in the stan-
dard model— are not only lacking but a recognized challenge [53]. With the new
impetus and urgency arising from the subversion perspective, we revisit these
goals to provide such schemes. We achieve our ends via a new PKE paradigm in
which universal computational extractors (UCEs) [8] —of the weaker ilk requir-
ing only statistical rather than computational unpredictability— are combined
with lossy trapdoor functions (LTDFs) [48].

We then turn to defending against subversion of encryption implementa-
tions via algorithm-substitution attacks [12,56]. Here we follow [12] to define the
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new goal of unique ciphertext public-key encryption (U-PKE) and then reach it
generically and efficiently from D-PKE.

Deterministic PKE. Technically, conceptually and historically, D-PKE is the
core goal in this domain, and we begin there. The encryption algorithm of a
D-PKE scheme takes public encryption key ek and message m to deterministi-
cally return a ciphertext c. We use the IND formalization of [6] which they show
equivalent to the PRIV formalization of [3]. These formalizations capture the
best possible privacy, namely semantic security for unpredictable messages that
do not depend on the public key.

The core IND requirement asks for privacy when messages are individually
unpredictable but may be arbitrarily correlated. We call this full IND security
for emphasis. Full security is important in practice. For example, I might upload
an encrypted file, then make a small edit to the file, re-encrypt and re-upload,
so that the messages underlying the successive ciphertexts are very similar. It is
thus the desired goal.

The EwH —encrypt with hash— D-PKE scheme of [3] encrypts message m
under a (any) randomized IND-CPA scheme RE with the coins set to a hash of
m. When the hash function is a random oracle, they showed EwH achieves full
IND security. Achieving full IND security in the standard model however seemed
out of reach. Many standard-model D-PKE schemes, using sophisticated tech-
niques [6,11,17,19,30,33,49], have been proposed, but the security they achieve
is not full. They only achieve security for block sources, where each message is
assumed unpredictable even given prior ones, which is not realistic in practice.

The elusiveness of full security in the standard model was explained by
Wichs [53], who showed that it could not be achieved under any single-stage
assumption. To achieve full security one thus needs a multi-stage assumption.
However most assumptions are single stage and it was not immediately clear
what would even be a candidate for a suitable multi-stage assumption.

Such a candidate emerged with the UCE class of assumptions of security for
hash functions of BHK1 [8]. The latter showed that the RO in EwH could be
securely instantiated with a function family H that is UCE[Scup] —UCE-secure
for computationally unpredictable sources— to yield a standard model, fully
IND secure D-PKE scheme. Unfortunately, soon after, Brzuska, Farshim and
Mittelbach (BFM) [21] showed that UCE[Scup]-security is not achievable if indis-
tinguishability obfuscation (iO) [2,34,35] is possible. BFM [21] and BHK1 [8]
independently proposed to instead use UCE[Ssup]— UCE-security for statisti-
cally unpredictable sources. BFM [21] give some evidence that their attacks will
not extend to UCE[Ssup] and that this assumption is weaker.

This raises several questions. Can one show that the scheme EwH is secure
under UCE[Ssup]? If not, can one provide a new, different D-PKE scheme that
achieves full IND-security under UCE[Ssup]?

Results for D-PKE. Our first result is negative. We show that if iO is possible
then the RO in EwH is not universally instantiable. In more detail, given any
family of functions H —in particular a UCE[Ssup] one— we build a (pathological
and H-dependent) randomized PKE scheme RE such that (1) RE is IND-CPA
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secure, but (2) An attack shows that the D-PKE scheme EwH[H,RE] given by
the EwH transform is not IND-secure. The starting point is ideas of BFM [21],
but several new ideas are needed, including several applications of a variable-
output-length PRF to allocate randomness for the iO and a base PKE scheme
in such a way that both (1) and (2) are possible. We note that the same negative
result was obtained independently and concurrently by [22]. A general framework
to obtain RO un-instantiability results via iO is given in [38] but it applies to
single-stage games and thus doesn’t yield a result for D-PKE.

Let H be a UCE[Ssup] function family. Then our negative result rules out
showing an analogue of BHK1 [8], namely that EwH[H,RE] is fully IND secure
for any IND-CPA RE. But there is a loophole, namely that the negative result
does not preclude showing this for a particular choice of RE. We exploit this
loophole to arrive at the desired goal of a fully IND secure D-PKE scheme under
UCE[Ssup], as follows. We take the ROM BR93 PKE scheme [13], instantiate its
trapdoor function with a lossy trapdoor function (LTDF) [32,48], and instantiate
its RO with H, to get a standard-model PKE scheme RE. Next, we take the
D-PKE scheme EwH[H,RE], which has two uses of H, under two independent
keys. Our D-PKE scheme DE1 is obtained by implementing these two uses of H
with a single key. We prove that DE1 is fully IND secure assuming the LTDF is
secure and H is UCE[Ssup]. We remark that using a single H key is important to
prove security under UCE[Ssup], not just an efficiency optimization.

The connection of LTDFs to D-PKE was first made by Boldyreva, Fehr and
O’Neill (BFO) [17]. Their LTDF-based D-PKE schemes however only achieve
security for block sources, not full IND security. The block source restriction
seems quite inherent in their methods, and indeed due to Wichs [53] we do not
expect to achieve fully IND secure D-PKE using LTDFs alone. Our approach
combines LTDFs with UCE[Ssup] to surmount this obstacle.

DE1 is the first D-PKE scheme that is fully IND secure in the standard model.
Beyond that, however, it has the following important practical attributes: it is
competitive on short messages, very fast on long messages, and supports variable-
length messages directly. These practical attributes are a first for standard-model
D-PKE schemes.

LTDFs and UCE[Ssup] are a productive and (in retrospect) natural match.
Intuitively, LTDFs allow us to move to a game with information-theoretic guar-
antees, at which point it becomes possible to exploit UCE under statistical unpre-
dictability. We view DE1 as a relatively simple illustration of the power of the
UCE+LTDF method. H-PKE brings new challenges, which we surmount via
non-trivial extensions of the basic method. We believe the UCE+LTDF method
will have applications beyond this as well.

Hedged PKE. The encryption algorithm of a H-PKE scheme takes public
encryption key ek, message m and randomness r to deterministically return
a ciphertext c. The H-IND requirement of BBNRSS [4] has two parts: (1) stan-
dard IND-CPA security if r is good, meaning uniform and independent across
encryptions, and (2) semantic security of m if the pair (m, r) is unpredictable
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and does not depend on the public key. This second requirement is formalized
as indistinguishability under chosen-distribution attack (IND-CDA) [4].

H-IND-secure PKE aims to provide the best possible privacy in the face of
untrusted randomness. If the randomness is good, it does as well as standard
IND-CPA encryption. But, whereas schemes providing only IND-CPA can fail
spectacularly under poor randomness [4,20,46], H-IND PKE will not. It will
compensate for poor randomness by also exploiting any available entropy in the
message, protecting the latter as long as the message and randomness together
are unpredictable. This is as good as it can get, since if the message-randomness
pair is predictable, trial re-encryption on candidate pairs will recover the message
underlying a target ciphertext. IND-CDA is an extension of IND that coincides
with the latter if the randomness has no entropy at all.

In practice the most desirable form of IND-CDA is, again, full, meaning
privacy when message-randomness pairs, although individually unpredictable,
may be arbitrarily correlated. By full H-IND, we mean IND-CPA plus full
IND-CDA. In the ROM, fully H-IND PKE is achieved by an extension of EwH
called REwH that encrypts m under an IND-CPA scheme with the coins set to
the hash of m ‖ r [4]. In the standard model, things are more difficult. Provid-
ing a fully IND-CDA PKE scheme is harder than providing a fully IND D-PKE
scheme because the unpredictability pertains to (m, r) not just m and also, more
importantly, because IND-CDA is formalized in [4] as an adaptive requirement.
Additionally, while IND-CPA is easy in isolation, it is not in combination with
IND-CDA. The reason is subtle, namely that IND-CDA breaks when m depends
on the public key, but IND-CPA must remain secure in this case. This butting
of heads of the IND-CPA and IND-CDA conditions doubles the challenge of
achieving fully H-IND PKE compared to fully IND D-PKE.

These technical difficulties are reflected in the landscape of standard-model
schemes, where fully H-IND PKE has not been achieved under any assump-
tion. BBNRSS [4] build standard-model H-IND PKE schemes by composition of
standard-model D-PKE and IND-CPA schemes, and also directly via anonymous
LTDFs, but these schemes achieve IND-CDA only for block sources. (The latter
now means that message-randomness pairs are assumed to be unpredictable
even given prior ones.) It is instructive that full H-IND PKE has not even
been achieved under UCE[Scup]. To elaborate, recall that BHK1 [8] showed that
UCE[Scup]-instantiating the RO in EwH results in a fully IND secure standard-
model D-PKE scheme. We can correspondingly UCE[Scup]-instantiate the RO
in REwH. But, even if the resulting scheme can be shown fully IND-CDA, there
seems no reason it is IND-CPA. The reason is the difficulty alluded to above.
Namely, a UCE hash function may not provide security on messages that are a
function of the hashing key, but the latter is part of the public key and IND-CPA
requires security for messages depending on the public key.

But the bar for us is even higher: due to the BFM attacks [21] on UCE[Scup],
we want to use the weaker UCE[Ssup] assumption, just as we did for DE1. We
thus face at least two difficulties. The first is to achieve full IND-CDA under
UCE[Ssup]. Here the main challenge is handling adaptivity. But beyond that
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the fundamental above-mentioned difficulty of achieving IND-CPA in the same
scheme remains, because no form of UCE guarantees security for messages that
depend on the hashing key.

Results for H-PKE. We surmount the technical difficulties discussed above to
provide the first standard-model, fully H-IND PKE schemes. We specify three
schemes, HE1,HE2 and HE3. All efficiently achieve our security goals, the second
and third handle variable-length messages, and the third further adds better
concrete security.

Recall that we obtained DE1 as EwH[H,BR93[LT,H]], where H is UCE[Ssup]
and LT is a LTDF. A natural idea is to similarly get H-PKE as REwH[H,BR93[LT,
H]]. (In both cases we use one hash key rather than two.) We are able to show
this achieves full IND-CDA. This is significant since handling adaptivity required
anonymous LTDFs in [4] which we do not need. But we then hit the problem
above, namely UCE[Ssup] security of H may not be enough to provide IND-CPA.
We resolve this by building a particular, suitable UCE[Ssup] family H. We first
build a particular family U of AU (almost universal) hash functions and then
obtain H by applying the AU-then-Hash transform of BHK2 [9] to a fixed-input-
length UCE[Ssup] family H and our U. We refer to the resulting PKE scheme as
HE1. We are able to show that it is full IND-CDA as well as IND-CPA assuming
UCE[Ssup] security of H and security of the LTDF.

This achieves, for the first time, the security goal of fully H-IND PKE in the
standard model, which we consider already significant. But in terms of practi-
cality, HE1 is not ideal because it can only handle fixed-length messages. HE2
efficiently encrypts variable and arbitrary length messages while retaining full
H-IND security. It uses a variable-output-length PRF in addition to the primi-
tives used by HE1. Finally, HE3 exploits some combinatorial techniques to obtain
better security bounds, as a result of which it offers security for lower values of
the message min-entropy than the other schemes.

Speed. Our D-PKE and H-PKE schemes are the first to achieve full security in
the standard model, which we believe is a significant theoretical contribution.
However, beyond that, they have important practical attributes, expanded on
below and in Section 5.

It is well known that asymmetric primitives are orders of magnitude less effi-
cient than symmetric ones. Central to making standard IND-CPA encryption
efficient is hybrid encryption as represented by the KEM-DEM paradigm [25].
Encryption generates a random asymmetrically-protected per-message symmet-
ric key and then symmetrically encrypts the message under the latter, leading to
cheap encryption of long messages. But for standard model D-PKE and H-PKE
the hybrid encryption paradigm breaks down, because, with the constraint of
being deterministic or not trusting the randomness, it is not clear how to even
pick the per-message key. This difficulty is recognized and seems quite fundamen-
tal and hard to bypass. As a result, prior standard-model D-PKE and H-PKE
schemes fix the message length and rely only on asymmetric operations. Their
cost in asymmetric operations becomes exorbitant on long messages and they
also cannot encrypt variable-length messages.
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Our methods break these efficiency bottlenecks to recover hybrid-encryption
like performance. Our DE1,HE2 and HE3 schemes handle messages of variable
and arbitrary length, and the asymmetric cost is fixed independent of the mes-
sage length, so that we pay only in hashing as the message length grows. Placing
us in a particularly good position to exploit this is the speed of UCE[Ssup] func-
tions. Direct constructions based on HMAC-SHA-256 [8,45] are already efficient,
but in fact still more efficient and even parallelizable constructions are given in
BHK2 [9], along with software implementations and cost comparisons. Mean-
while LTDFs can be efficiently instantiated in a variety of ways [32,40,43,48],
making the asymmetric component competitive. This leads overall to perfor-
mance comparable to existing IND-CPA schemes while providing protection
against randomness subversion.

In practice concrete security is important to know how to set parameters.
Good bounds are important so that one may use smaller parameters. (The cost
of the asymmetric operations is usually cubic in the key length so cutting the
latter by one-half yields a factor eight speedup.) For this reason we not only
state in our theorems the concrete security bounds of the reductions but also
try to obtain good ones.

Unique-Ciphertext PKE. In an algorithm-substitution attack (ASA) [12,56],
the prescribed encryption algorithm is replaced with a malicious one that may
attempt to leak information about the message to “big brother” based on a
shared key. BPR [12] formalize the attacker goal in an ASA as compromising
privacy without detection. BPR [12] and ACMPS [1] indicate that random-
ized encryption will be subject to successful attack. In the symmetric setting,
BPR [12] show that ASAs can be protected against by a form of deterministic
encryption they call unique-ciphertext symmetric encryption.

We analogously define unique-ciphertext PKE. U-PKE requires that for every
key pair (ek,dk) and message m, there is at most one ciphertext c that decrypts
to m under dk. A U-PKE scheme is thus deterministic, but not every D-PKE
scheme is U-PKE. For example, appending to a D-PKE ciphertext a zero bit
ignored by decryption leaves D-PKE intact but violates U-PKE. In Section 6 we
show however how to achieve U-PKE in a simple and generic way from D-PKE.
Combining this with our efficient D-PKE scheme above yields efficient U-PKE,
allowing us to better defend against ASAs.

Discussion and Related Work. In a world of subversion, there are no
panaceas. As with BPR [12], our goals are deliberately restricted in scope. We
aim to provide better (not perfect) security in the face of some (not all) subver-
sion threats. Thus, we restrict attention to randomness-subversion attacks and
algorithm-substitution attacks. We assume that key-generation, being one-time,
can leverage good randomness.

We might view IND-CPA as the optimistic view (the randomness is excellent,
use it), D-PKE as the pessimistic view (the randomness may be bad so, to be
safe, ignore it) and H-IND PKE as the pragmatic view (I don’t know how good
the randomness is but I will just get the best out of it that I can). We would
expect the extent and nature of randomness subversion to vary rather than be
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ubiquitous and total, in part because subversion will aim to evade detection. In
this light H-IND PKE emerges as the best defense in the face of randomness
subversion.

Failures of randomness-generation processes [24,28,29,39,41,44] have in the
past been attributed to error. Now we know better, namely that some should
be attributed to subversion. This makes practical defenses more urgent and
increases the motivation for work like ours that delivers such defenses.

At SXSW 2014, Snowden said “... we know that the encryption algorithms
we are using today work ... it is the random number generators that are attacked
as opposed to the encryption algorithms themselves ... ”. We aim, in some sense,
to turn this on its head. We suggest that the encryption algorithms don’t work
because they are not robust in the face of poor randomness. We pursue practical
hedged encryption as a counter-measure.

Wedonot expect or aim tomaintain, under subversion, the high level of security
we can achieve in its absence. Security will unavoidably degrade. Our goal with
H-IND PKE is for it to degrade as little as possible rather than disappear. This
philosophy sets us apart from most of the related work on randomness subversion
we will discuss in the next paragraph, which either aims to understand under what
limitations on the class of attacks one can achieve the same security one would
under perfect randomness, or shows that such security is not possible.

Yilek [55] studies randomness-reset attacks, where the randomness is uniform
but the adversary can force its re-use across different encryptions. Paterson,
Schuldt and Sibborn [47] introduce related-randomness attacks, where encryption
is under adversary-specified functions of some initial uniform randomness, provid-
ing negative results, as well as positive results for some classes of attacks. Birrell,
Chung, Pass and Telang [15] and Hemenway and Ostrovsky [40] study the encryp-
tion of randomness-dependent messages. Austrin, Chung, Mahmoody, Pass and
Seth [1] show that encryption is insecure under even quite weak adversarial tam-
pering of randomness. Authenticated key-exchange with bad randomness is stud-
ied in [31,54]. Negative results for cryptography with imperfect randomness are
provided by [18,26,27]. Kamara and Katz [42] study symmetric encryption pro-
viding semantic security under good coins in the face of chosen-plaintext attacks
involving bad coins.

Ristenpart and Yilek [50] study the use of H-IND PKE in real systems.
Brakerski and Segev [19] study D-PKE security in the presence of auxiliary
information about messages. Raghunathan, Segev and Vadhan [49] study secu-
rity of D-PKE when the message may depend on the public key. Vergnaud and
Xiao [52] study IND-CDA when the message and randomness may depend on the
public key. In the symmetric setting, Rogaway and Shrimpton’s misuse-resistant
authenticated encryption [51] represents a form of hedging.
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2 Preliminaries

We review basic notation and definitions including games, function families, VOL
PRFs, LTDFs and UCE.

By λ ∈ N we denote the security parameter and by 1λ its unary representa-
tion. We denote the number of coordinates of a vector x by |x|, and the length
of a string x ∈ {0, 1}∗ by |x|. Algorithms are randomized unless otherwise indi-
cated. Running time is worst case. “PT” stands for “polynomial-time,” whether
for randomized algorithms or deterministic ones. If A is an algorithm, we let
y ← A(x1, . . . ; r) denote running A with randomness r on inputs x1, . . . and
assigning the output to y. We let y ←$ A(x1, . . .) be the resulting of picking r
at random and letting y ← A(x1, . . . ; r). We let [A(x1, . . .)] denote the set of all
possible outputs of A when invoked with inputs x1, . . ..

We use the code based game playing framework of [14]. (See Fig. 1 for an
example.) By GA(λ) we denote the event that the execution of game G with
adversary A and security parameter λ results in output true, the game output
being what is returned by Game.

For concrete security assessments, we adopt the notation of [10]. Let the
number of queries of A to an oracle Proc be the function QProc

A that on input
λ returns the maximum number of queries that A makes to Proc when executed
with security parameter λ, the maximum over all coins and all possible replies to
queries to all oracles of A. Time assessments are simplified by the convention that
running time is that of the game rather than merely the adversary, and we let
T(GA1,A2,...) denote the function of λ that returns the maximum execution time
of game G with adversaries A1, A2, . . . and security parameter λ, the maximum
over all coins, and the time being all inclusive, meaning the time taken by game
procedures to compute replies is included.

Function Families. Our syntax for function families follows [8], in particular
allowing variable output lengths. This is important in our applications to encrypt
messages of variable length, which in turn is important in practice. A family of
functions H specifies the following. On input the unary representation 1λ of
the security parameter λ ∈ N, key generation algorithm H.Kg returns a key
hk ∈ {0, 1}H.kl(λ), where H.kl: N → N is the key length function associated
to H. The deterministic, PT evaluation algorithm H.Ev takes 1λ, key hk an
input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ with |x| ∈ H.IL(λ), and a unary encoding 1� of an output
length � ∈ H.OL(λ) to return H.Ev(1λ,hk, x, 1�) ∈ {0, 1}�. Here H.IL is the
input-length function associated to H, so that H.IL(λ) ⊆ N is the set of allowed
input lengths, and similarly H.OL is the output-length function associated to H,
so that H.OL(λ) ⊆ N is the set of allowed output lengths. The latter allows us
to cover functions of variable output length. If H has fixed input length then let
H.il denote the function such that H.IL(λ) = {H.il(λ)} for every λ ∈ N. If H has
fixed output length, define H.ol likewise.

Variable Output Length PRFs. A variable output length (VOL) PRF is a
function family F such that F.Kg returns a uniformly distributed key in {0, 1}F.kl

and AdvprfF,A(λ) = 2Pr[PRFA
F (λ)]−1 is negligible for every PT adversary A, where
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Game CPAA
PKE(λ)

(ek, dk) ←$ PKE.Kg(1λ)

b ←$ {0, 1}
(m0, m1, , ) ←$ A(1λ, ek)

c ←$ PKE.Enc(ek, mb)

b′ ←$ A(1λ, t, c)

Return (b = b′)

Game PRFA
F (λ)

b ←$ {0, 1} ; fk ←$ {0, 1}F.kl(λ)

b′ ←$ ARR(1λ)

Return (b = b′)

RR(x, 1�)

If b = 1 then

y ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, x, 1�)

Else y ←$ {0, 1}�

Return y

Game LossyA
LT(λ)

(ek, dk) ←$ LT.EKg(1λ)

lk ←$ LT.LKg(1λ)

b ←$ {0, 1}
If b = 1 then K ← ek

Else K ← lk

b′ ← A(1λ, K)

Return (b′ = b)

Fig. 1. Left: Game CPA defining IND-CPA security of a PKE scheme PKE. Middle:
Game PRF defining the PRF security of a variable-output-length function family F.
Right: Game Lossy defining the security of a lossy trapdoor function LT.

game PRFA
F is defined in the middle panel of Fig. 1. In this game the adversary

is given an oracle RR that either implements a random oracle or F.Ev(1λ, fk, ·, ·),
where fk ←$ {0, 1}F.kl(λ) is a random key. We assume that A doesn’t repeat a prior
RR query, and any RR query (x, 1�) must satisfy x ∈ F.IL(λ) and � ∈ F.OL(λ).
This extends [36] to VOL families. A practical construction of a VOL PRF from
a blockcipher is given in [16].

Public-Key Encryption. A PKE scheme PKE defines PT algorithms PKE.Kg,

PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec, the last deterministic. Algorithm PKE.Kg takes as input 1λ

and outputs a public encryption key ek ∈ {0, 1}PKE.ekl(λ) and a secret decryption
key dk, where PKE.ekl: N → N is the public-key length of PKE. Algorithm
PKE.Enc takes as input 1λ, ek and a message m with |m| ∈ PKE.IL(λ) to return
a ciphertext c, where PKE.IL is the input-length function associated to PKE, so
that PKE.IL(λ) ⊆ N is the set of allowed input (message) lengths. Algorithm
PKE.Dec takes 1λ,dk, c and outputs m ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}. Correctness requires
that PKE.Dec(1λ,dk, c) = m for all λ ∈ N, all (ek,dk) ∈ [PKE.Kg(1λ)] all m
with |m| ∈ PKE.IL(λ) and all c ∈ [PKE.Enc(1λ, ek,m)]. Scheme PKE is IND-
CPA secure [37] if Advind-cpaPKE,A (λ) = 2[CPAA

PKE(λ)] − 1 is negligible for every PT
adversary A, where game CPA is defined in the left panel of Fig. 1. We require
that the messages m0,m1 output by A have the same length |m0| = |m1| ∈
PKE.IL(λ). Let PKE.rl: N → N denote the randomness-length function of PKE,
meaning PKE.Enc(1λ, ·, ·) draws its coins at random from {0, 1}PKE.rl(λ). We say
that PKE has input length PKE.il: N → N if PKE.IL(λ) = {PKE.il(λ)} for all λ ∈
N, and refer to this as a PKE scheme that only allows fixed length messages. Our
goal will be to allow variable and arbitrary-length messages, ideally PKE.IL(·) =
N, but at least some large subset thereof.

Lossy Trapdoor Functions. A lossy trapdoor function [48] LT specifies PT
algorithms LT.EKg, LT.LKg, LT.Ev, LT.Inv, the last two deterministic, as well as
an input length LT.il: N → N and an output length LT.ol: N → N. Key-
generation algorithm LT.EKg takes 1λ and returns an “injective” key ek and a
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Game UCES,D
H (λ)

b ←$ {0, 1} ; hk ←$ H.Kg(1λ)

L ←$ SHash(1λ) ; b′ ←$ D(1λ, hk, L)

Return (b′ = b)

Hash(x, 1�)

If T [x, �] = ⊥ then

If b = 0 then T [x, �] ←$ {0, 1}�

Else T [x, �] ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, x, 1�)

Return T [x, �]

Game PredP
S (λ)

Q ← ∅ ; L ←$ SHash(1λ) ; Q′ ←$ P (1λ, L)

Return (Q′ ∩ Q �= ∅)

Hash(x, 1�)

If T [x, �] = ⊥ then T [x, �] ←$ {0, 1}�

Q ← Q ∪ {x} ; Return T [x, �]

Game ResetR
S (λ)

Dom ← ∅ ; L ←$ SHash(1λ) ; b ←$ {0, 1}
If b = 0 then // reset the array T

For all (x, �) ∈ Dom do

T [x, �] ←$ {0, 1}�

b′ ← RHash(1λ, L) ; Return (b′ = b)

Hash(x, 1�)

If T [x, �] = ⊥ then T [x, �] ←$ {0, 1}�

Dom ← Dom ∪ {(x, �)} ; Return T [x, �]

Fig. 2. Games UCE (top), Pred (middle), and Reset (bottom) to define UCE
security

decryption key dk. Evaluation algorithm LT.Ev takes 1λ, ek and x ∈ {0, 1}LT.il(λ)

to return an LT.ol(λ)-bit string. Inversion algorithm LT.Inv takes 1λ,dk and y ∈
{0, 1}LT.ol(λ) to return a LT.il(λ)-bit string. The correctness requirement demands
that LT.Inv(1λ,dk, LT.Ev(1λ, ek, x)) = x for every λ ∈ N, every (ek,dk) ∈
[LT.EKg(1λ)] and every x ∈ {0, 1}LT.il(λ). Algorithm LT.LKg, given 1λ, returns a
“lossy” key lk. Let τ : N → N be a function such that 2−τ(·) is negligible. We
say that LT is τ -lossy if the size of the set {LT.Ev(1λ, lk, x) | x ∈ {0, 1}LT.il(λ)} is
at most 2LT.il(λ)−τ(λ) for every λ ∈ N and every lk ∈ [LT.LKg(1λ)]. Security of an
LTDF demands two things. First, lossy and injective keys are indistinguishable.
Formally, AdvltdfLT,A(λ) = 2Pr[LossyA

LT(·)] − 1 must be negligible for every PT
adversary A, where game Lossy is defined in the right panel of Fig. 1. Second,
LTDF is τ -lossy for some τ such that 2−τ(·) is negligible. To simplify concrete
security analyses, we assume that LT.LKg’s worst-case running time is at most
that of LT.EKg.

There are by now many constructions of LTDFs known [32,40,43,48]. As an
example, RSA is shown to be lossy [43] under the Φ-hiding assumption of [23].
For a 2048-bit modulus, one may choose τ = 430 for 80-bit security.

UCE. We recall the Universal Computational Extractor (UCE) framework of
BHK1 [8]. Let H be a family of functions as defined above. Let S be an adversary
called the source and D an adversary called the distinguisher. We associate to
them and H the game UCES,D

H (λ) at the left panel of Fig. 2. The source has
access to an oracle Hash and we require that any query (x, 1�) made to this
oracle satisfy |x| ∈ H.IL(λ) and � ∈ H.OL(λ). When the challenge bit b is 1 (the
“real” case) the oracle responds via H.Ev under a key hk that is chosen by the
game and not given to the source. When b = 0 (the “random” case) it responds as
a random oracle. The source then leaks a string L to its accomplice distinguisher.
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The latter does get the key hk as input and must now return its guess b′ ∈ {0, 1}
for b. The game returns true iff b′ = b, and the uce-advantage of (S,D) is defined
for λ ∈ N via AdvuceH,S,D(λ) = 2Pr[UCES,D

H (λ)]−1. If S is a class (set) of sources,
we say that H is UCE[S]-secure if AdvuceH,S,D(·) is negligible for all sources S ∈ S
and all PT distinguishers D. Trivial attacks from [8] show that UCE[S]-security
is not achievable if S is the class of all PT sources. To obtain meaningful notions
of security, BHK1 [8] impose restrictions on the source. There are many ways
to do this; below we’ll focus on what they call statistically unpredictable and
reset-secure sources.

A source is unpredictable if it is hard to guess the source’s Hash queries even
given the leakage, in the random case of UCE game. Formally, let S be a source
and P an adversary called a predictor. Consider game PredP

S (λ) in the middle
panel of Fig. 2. Given the leakage, P outputs a set Q′; we require that |Q′|
is polynomially bounded. The predictor wins if this set contains a Hash-query
of the source. For λ ∈ N we let AdvpredS,P (λ) = Pr[PredP

S (λ)]. We say that S is
statistically unpredictable if AdvpredS,P (·) is negligible for all (even computationally
unbounded) predictors P . We say that H is UCE[Ssup]-secure if AdvuceH,S,D(·) is
negligible for all statistically unpredictable PT sources and all PT distinguishers.

The second restriction on sources from [8] is reset security. Let S be a source
and R an adversary called a reset adversary. The source again is executed with
its Hash being a random oracle. The reset adversary is either given access to
the same random oracle or to an independent one. The requirement is that it
should not be able to tell which. Consider game ResetR

S (λ) at the right panel
of Fig. 2; we require that R make only polynomial number of queries to Hash.
For λ ∈ N we let AdvresetS,R (λ) = 2Pr[ResetR

S (λ)] − 1. We say S is statistically
reset-secure if AdvresetS,R (·) is negligible for all reset adversaries R. We say that H
is UCE[Ssrs]-secure if AdvuceH,S,D(·) is negligible for all statistically reset-secure PT
sources and all PT distinguishers.

BHK1 [8] show that UCE[Ssrs]-security of H implies UCE[Ssup]-security of H.
BFM [21] show that if indistinguishability obfuscation for all circuits is possi-
ble then UCE[Scup] —UCE for computationally unpredictable sources— is not
achievable in the standard model. However UCE[Ssup] and UCE[Ssrs] are not sub-
ject to their attack and emerge as weaker and plausible assumptions. Moving to
the statistical versions was independently suggested by BHK1 [8] and BFM [21].
These statistical assumptions will be the basis of our constructs.

While UCE[Ssup] and UCE[Ssrs] may seem like strong assumptions, we know
that multi-stage assumptions are necessary to reach our goals [53]. There are
very few candidate multi-stage assumptions and amongst them the ones we use
are the more plausible.

UCE[Ssup] and UCE[Ssrs] families may be efficiently instantiated via HMAC-
SHA-256 [8,45] or super-efficiently via [9], which we will exploit for efficient
schemes.
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Game INDA
DE(λ)

b ←$ {0, 1} ; (ek, dk) ←$ DE.Kg(1λ) ; (m0,m1) ←$ A1(1
λ)

For i = 1 to |m0| do c[i] ←$ DE.Enc(1λ, ek,mb[i])

b′ ←$ A2(1
λ, ek, c) ; Return (b = b′)

DE.Kg(1λ)

(ek, dk) ←$ RE.Kg(1λ) ; hk ←$ H.Kg(1λ)

Return ((ek, hk), dk)

DE.Enc(1λ, (ek, hk), m)

r ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, ek ‖ m, 1RE.rl(λ))

c ← RE.Enc(1λ, ek, m; r) ; Return c

DE.Dec(1λ, dk, c)

m ← RE.Dec(1λ, dk, c) ; Return m

Game IOA
G (λ)

(C0, C1, t) ←$ A(1λ) ; b ←$ {0, 1} ; P ←$ G.Ob(1λ, Cb)

b′ ←$ A(t, P ) ; Return (b = b′)

Fig. 3. Top: Game defining IND security of D-PKE scheme DE. Middle: D-PKE
scheme DE = EwH[H,RE]. Bottom: Game defining iO security of an indistinguisha-
bility obfuscator G.

3 Efficient, Fully IND Secure D-PKE

This section begins with a negative result —that assuming iO the random oracle
(RO) in EwH is not universally instantiable— and then provides a complemen-
tary positive result —that there is a particular instantiation of the RO and
IND-CPA scheme in EwH that results in a fully IND secure D-PKE scheme.
The latter, which is the main result of this section, showcases our UCE+LTDF
method and brings a new D-PKE scheme with two attributes: (1) On the theo-
retical front, it is the first D-PKE scheme shown fully IND secure in the standard
model, and (2) On the practical front, it encrypts variable-input length messages
and achieves hybrid-encryption like efficiency on long messages.

D-PKE and EwH. We say that a PKE scheme DE is a deterministic public-key
encryption (D-PKE) [3] if the encryption algorithm DE.Enc is deterministic. We
use the IND formalization of security of BFOR [6], which they show equivalent to
the PRIV formalization of [3]. Game IND defining the IND notion is shown in the
left panel of Fig. 3. An IND adversary A = (A1, A2) is a pair of PT algorithms,
where A1 on input 1λ returns a pair of message vectors (m0,m1). We require that
(i) there be a polynomial v such that |m0| = |m1| ≤ v(λ) and |m0[i]| = |m1[i]| ∈
DE.IL(λ), for every i ≤ |m0|, and (ii) messages m0[1], . . . ,m0[|m0|] are distinct
and also messages m1[1], . . . ,m1[|m1|] are distinct. The guessing probability
GuessA(·) of A is the function that on input λ ∈ N returns the maximum, over
all b,m, i, of Pr[mb[i] = m], the probability over (m0,m1) ←$ A1(1λ). We say
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that A has high min-entropy if GuessA(·) is negligible. We let AdvindDE,A(λ) =
2Pr[INDA

DE(λ)] − 1 and say that DE is IND-secure if AdvindDE,A(·) is negligible for
all PT A of high min-entropy.

We stress that this definition captures full security because the messages in
the message vectors may be arbitrarily correlated. This is what is needed in
practice. In contrast, security for block sources [17] requires that each message
in each vector has high min entropy even given prior ones. This is often not true
in practice and security only for block sources is quite weak, yet prior standard-
model schemes have only been able to achieve this.

EwH [3] is a simple and natural transform that takes a family of functions
H and a randomized PKE scheme RE to return the D-PKE scheme DE =
EwH[H,RE] whose algorithms are shown in the middle panel of Fig. 3. We let
DE.IL = RE.IL. We require that RE.rl(λ) ∈ H.OL(λ) and RE.ekl(λ) + � ∈ H.IL(λ)
for all λ ∈ N and all � ∈ RE.IL(λ).

Indistinguishability Obfuscation. We recall the definition of [34], which
extends that of [2] to allow auxiliary information. We say that circuits C0 and
C1 are functionally equivalent, denoted C0 ≡ C1, if they have the same size, the
same number n of inputs, and C0(x) = C1(x) for every input x ∈ {0, 1}n. An
indistinguishability obfuscator (iO) G defines PT algorithms G.Ob,G.Ev and a
randomness length function G.rl: N → N. Algorithm G.Ob takes as input 1λ and
a circuit C, and outputs a string P using randomness of length G.rl(λ). Determin-
istic algorithm G.Ev takes as input strings P, x and returns y ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}.
We require that for any circuit C, any input x for C any λ ∈ N, and any
P ∈ [G.Ob(1λ, C)], it holds that G.Ev(P, x) = C(x). An adversary A is well-
formed if Pr[C0 �≡ C1 : (C0, C1, t) ←$ A(1λ)] is negligible. We say that G is iO-
secure if AdvioG,A(λ) = 2Pr[IOA

G (λ)] − 1 is negligible for every PT well-formed
adversary A, where game IO is defined at the right panel of Fig. 3.

Implausibility of Universal Instantiation of EwH. BBO [3] showed that if
H is implemented via a RO then EwH[H,RE] is IND-secure for any IND-CPA RE.
A basic theoretical and practical question is whether the RO in this result can
be securely instantiated. The most desirable instantiation is universal, by which
we mean there is a function family H such that EwH[H,RE] is IND-secure for
any IND-CPA RE. Here we show that if iO exists then there is no such universal
instantiation. Given any function family H we build an IND-CPA PKE scheme
RE such that EwH[H,RE] is not IND-secure. We stress that this does not preclude
providing specific H,RE such that EwH[H,RE] is IND-secure, and indeed it is in
this way that we will later obtain our positive result.

Our findings strengthen, and are consistent with, prior work. BHK1 [8]
showed that a UCE[Scup] family will provide a universal instantiation of EwH,
but UCE[Scup] is ruled out under iO by BFM [21], so there is no contradiction.
However, following BFM, it remained possible that some other class of function
families might be able to universally instantiate EwH. Under iO, we rule this
out.
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Circuit C1λ,x,y(hk)

// Input length is H.kl(λ), and output length is |x|
r ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, x, 1H.ol(λ)) ; fk ← r[1,F.kl(λ)]

u ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, 0F.il(λ), 1F.kl(λ)+λ)

If y = u then return x

Return 0|x|

RE.Enc(1λ, ek, m; r)

fk ← r[1,F.kl(λ)] ; y ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, 0F.il(λ), 1F.kl(λ)+λ)

r1 ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, 0 ‖ 1F.il(λ)−1, 1G.rl(λ)) ; r2 ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, 1F.il(λ), 1RE.rl(λ))

x ← ek ‖ m ; P ← G.Ob(1λ, C1λ,x,y; r1) ; c′ ← RE.Enc(1λ, ek, m; r2)

c ← (c′, P ) ; Return c

RE.Dec(1λ, dk, c)

(c′, P ) ← c ; Return RE.Dec(1λ, dk, c′)

Fig. 4. Middle, Bottom: Encryption and decryption algorithm of the counter-
example PKE scheme RE for Proposition 1. Top: Circuit constructed and obfuscated
in RE.Enc.

We let H be a function family with input length H.il and output length H.ol.
We will build the counter-example PKE scheme RE from H and the following
auxiliary primitives: an arbitrary, base IND-CPA scheme RE, a VOL PRF F and
an iO scheme G. The result is as follows.

Proposition 1. Let H be a function family with input length H.il and output
length H.ol. Let F be a VOL PRF with F.IL = F.OL = N. Assume F.kl ≤ H.ol.
Let RE be an IND-CPA PKE scheme with fixed input length RE.il and public key
length RE.pkl satisfying RE.il + RE.pkl = H.il. Let G be an iO-secure iO scheme.
Define PKE scheme RE as follows. Let RE.il = RE.il. Let RE.Kg = RE.Kg. Let
the encryption and decryption algorithms of RE be as shown in Fig. 4. Then
(1) EwH[H,RE] is not IND-secure, but (2) RE is IND-CPA secure. �

The proof of Proposition 1 is in [7]. Here we will sketch the ideas. An encryption
c = (c′, P ) of a message m under RE with public key ek will have two parts. The
first, c′, is an encryption of m under RE with ek. The second, P , is an obfus-
cated circuit that will (1) help attack DE = EwH[H,RE] yet (2) not compromise
IND-CPA security of RE. The question is how to construct RE to ensure both
properties. (Ensuring either alone is trivial.)

The starting idea, inspired by BFM [21], is to have RE.Enc, given 1λ, ek,m
and coins r, create the following circuit:

C1λ,ek,m,r(hk) : If H(1λ,hk, ek‖m, 1RE.rl(λ)) = r then return m else return 0|m|.

The input to the circuit is a key hk for H, and the hardwired values 1λ, ek,m, r
are the inputs to the algorithm RE.Enc that creates the circuit. Now RE.Enc lets
P be an obfuscation of this circuit. Pretend for now that the obfuscation process
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DE1.Kg(1λ)

(ek, dk) ←$ LT.EKg(1λ); hk ←$ H.Kg(1λ); Return ((ek, hk), (dk, hk))

DE1.Enc(1λ, (ek, hk), m)

r ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, m, 1LT.il(λ)) ; trap ← LT.Ev(1λ, ek, r)

c ← m⊕H.Ev(1λ, hk, r, 1|m|) ; Return (trap, c)

DE1.Dec(1λ, (dk, hk), (trap, c))

r ← LT.Inv(1λ, dk, trap) ; Return c⊕H.Ev(1λ, hk, r, 1|c|)

Fig. 5. The algorithms of our DE1 D-PKE scheme

is deterministic, which of course is not true, and also that no coins are used to
create c′, which is also not true. Under these assumptions, if an attacker has an
EwH ciphertext (c′, P ) = DE.Enc(1λ, (ek,hk),m), and also has the public key
(ek,hk) of DE, then it can run P on hk which, due to the structure of EwH and
the construction of C1λ,ek,m,r, returns m, breaking the IND-security of DE. But
there are a number of difficulties. One is that there seems no reason that this RE
retains IND-CPA security assuming only iO security of the obfuscation. Another
is that the obfuscation and RE are randomized, and RE has to provide coins for
both from r yet be able to create P to allow the attack when r is produced via
the hash in EwH.

We will use the VOL PRF F to allocate pseudorandom coins for the obfus-
cation process and RE. The key for F will be a prefix fk ← r[1,F.kl(λ)] of the
coins r provided to RE.Enc. Recall that in our definition of a VOL PRF, the
key generation always samples fk ←$ {0, 1}F.kl(λ), so if r is truly random then
we give F a correctly generated key. Instead of hardwiring r to the circuit, we
hardwire y ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, 0F.il(λ), 1�) for an appropriate �. We also hardwire
x = ek‖m rather than ek,m separately. Our circuit C1λ,x,y is shown in the left
panel of Fig. 4. We need (1) an attack on DE = EwH[H,RE] and (2) a proof that
RE is IND-CPA. For (1) our claim is that if C1λ,ek‖m,y is produced by RE.Enc
within DE then C1λ,ek‖m,y(hk) will return ek‖m, and thus running an obfusca-
tion P of C1λ,ek‖m,y on hk will return the same. For (2), r is truly random so
C1λ,ek‖m,y as produced during encryption is indistinguishable from C1λ,ek‖m,u

with u a random �-bit string, by PRF security of F. To use iO security, we want
that when u is random the probability that there exists a H.kl(λ)-bit z such that
C1λ,ek‖m,u(z) �= 0|ek ‖ m| is negligible. This is established via a counting argument
which relies on having set � to be large enough. See [7] for details.

The DE1 Scheme. We now provide our positive result on D-PKE, namely
an efficient, fully IND standard model scheme under UCE[Ssup]. Let H be a
UCE[Ssup] function family with H.IL(·) = H.OL(·) = N. From the above we know
that EwH[H,RE] will not be IND for all IND-CPA RE. We consider instead a
particular choice of IND-CPA RE. Recall that BR93 [13] present a simple TDF-
based PKE scheme proven IND-CPA in the ROM. We instantiate their TDF
with a LTDF and then instantiate the RO with H to get a standard-model
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PKE scheme we denote RE = BR93[LT,H]. We now consider the standard-model
D-PKE scheme EwH[H,RE]. In this scheme, H is used twice, with two indepen-
dent keys. Our final DE1 D-PKE scheme is obtained by using the same key for
both invocations of H. The algorithms of this scheme are shown in Fig. 5. Impor-
tantly, DE1.IL(·) = H.OL(·) = N, meaning we can encrypt messages of arbitrary
and varying length. We note that using a single H key is not only an optimization
in key size but also avoids using multi-key variants of UCE [8] and is important
to prove security under UCE[Ssup]. The following says that DE1 is IND-secure.

Theorem 2. Let LT be a lossy trapdoor function and H a UCE[Ssup] function
family with H.IL(·) = H.OL(·) = N. Let DE1 be constructed as in Fig. 5. Then

Asymptotic result: DE1 is IND-secure.

Concrete result: Let A be an adversary and P a predictor. We can construct an
adversary B, a source S, and a distinguisher D such that

AdvindDE1,A(·) ≤ 2AdvltdfLT,B(·) + 2AdvuceH,S,D(·) +
3v2

2LT.il
(1)

AdvpredS,P (·) ≤ 1.5v2

2LT.il
+ qv · GuessA(·) +

qv

2τ
(2)

where q is the maximum of the size of P ’s output in the execution of PredP
S , v is

the maximum of the size of A’s message vector in the execution of INDA
DE, and

τ is the lossiness of LT. Furthermore, T(UCES,D
H ) ≤ T(INDA

DE1); Q
Hash
S ≤ v;

and T(LossyB
LT) ≤ T(INDA

DE1). �

The proof is in [7]. Here we discuss some of the ideas. To construct a source S
and a distinguisher D, a naive method is to let them run A to simulate game
INDA

DE1. However this won’t produce a statistically unpredictable source. The
key idea is to let our source generate a lossy key lk. instead of an injective key
ek as in game INDA

DE1. The statistical unpredictability of S then follows from
the lossiness of LT, as represented by (2). On the other hand, game UCES,D

H for
challenge bit b = 1 no longer coincides with game INDA

DE1. Still, this gap can be
bounded by constructing B attacking LT, so that (1) holds.

In Section 5 we discuss how, under appropriate instantiations of the UCE[Ssup]
family, DE1 is extremely efficient compared to prior standard-model D-PKE
schemes.

BFOR [6] originally defined an IND adversary as a triple (A0, A1, A2), where
A0 specifies state information that is passed on to A1, A2. Results from [5] indi-
cate this is important to ensure that security in the standard model implies
security in the ROM. For notational simplicity, here we omit A0. Our construc-
tion and proof work for the original IND definition with the following modifica-
tion. One first needs to redefine GuessA as the conditional min-entropy of the
messages, given the state, and then include the state as a part of the leakage
of S.
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Game CDAA
HE(λ)

(ek,dk) ←$ HE.Kg(1λ) ; b ←$ {0, 1} ; , ←$ ALR
2 (1λ)

b′ ←$ A2(, , ek) ; Return (b = b′)

LR(d)
(m0,m1, r) ←$ A1(1λ, d)
For i = 1 to |r| do c[i] ← HE.Enc(1λ, ek,mb[i]; r[i])
Return c

Fig. 6. Game defining IND-CDA security of PKE scheme HE

4 Fully Secure Hedged PKE

In this section we provide the first fully H-IND PKE schemes in the standard
model. Additionally our schemes are efficient. HE1 is our base scheme encrypting
fixed-length messages; HE2 encrypts variable-length messages; HE3 has a tighter
security analysis. Our schemes provide pragmatic and effective defense against
subversion of encryption randomness.

Hedged PKE. To achieve standard IND-CPA security, PKE schemes demand
truly random coins. Many well-known PKE schemes fail spectacularly, allowing
message recovery from the ciphertext, if the latter is created with even somewhat
weak coins [4,20,46]. BBNRSS [4] introduce security under chosen-distribution
attack (IND-CDA) to provide meaningful security when bad randomness is used.
A secure hedged PKE scheme must provide IND-CPA security when the coins
are truly random, and fall back to IND-CDA security when bad coins are pro-
vided. Formally, for a PKE scheme HE, we say that HE is H-IND secure if (1) HE
is IND-CPA secure, and (2) HE is IND-CDA secure. Game CDA defining the
IND-CDA notion is given in Fig. 6. An IND-CDA adversary A = (A1, A2) is a
pair of algorithms. In the first part of the attack, A2 can adaptively query oracle
LR, each query taking a distribution-specifier string d and returning a challenge
ciphertext vector c. In this phase A2 does not get ek. Once this stage ends, it gets
ek and must then render its decision. Algorithm A1 defines a distribution over
triples (m0,m1, r) that is a function of d. We require that (i) there be a poly-
nomial v such that |m0| = |m1| = |r| ≤ v(λ), (ii) |m0[i]| = |m1[i]| ∈ HE.IL(λ)
and |r[i]| = HE.rl(λ) for every i ≤ |r|, and (iii) for each b ∈ {0, 1} the |r| pairs
(mb[i], r[i]) are distinct, where 1 ≤ i ≤ |r|. Let GuessA(·) be the function that
on input λ ∈ N returns the maximum, over all b, i,m, r, d, of Pr[(mb[i], r[i]) =
(m, r)], the probability over (m0,m1, r) ←$ A1(1λ, d). We say that A has high
min-entropy if GuessA(·) is negligible. We say that HE is IND-CDA-secure if
AdvcdaHE,A(·) = 2Pr[CDAA

HE(·)] − 1 is negligible for every PT adversary A of high
min-entropy. We stress that this captures full IND-CDA since the messages in
the message vectors may be arbitrarily correlated.

The HE1 Scheme. Recall we obtained our D-PKE scheme DE1 via a BR93-
based instantiation of EwH. In analogy it is natural to try to obtain an H-
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Hedge[H, LT].Kg(1λ)

hk ←$ H.Kg(1λ)

(ek, dk) ←$ LT.EKg(1λ)

Return ((ek, hk), (dk, hk))

Hedge[H, LT].Enc(1λ, (ek, hk), m; r)

x ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, r ‖ m, 1LT.il(λ))

trap ← LT.Ev(1λ, ek, x)

c ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, x, 1|m|)⊕m

Return (trap, c)

Hedge[H, LT].Dec(1λ, (dk, hk), (trap, c))

x ← LT.Inv(1λ, dk, trap)

m ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, x, 1|c|)⊕c ; Return m

H.Kg(1λ)

uk ←$ U.Kg(1λ) ; hk ←$ H.Kg(λ)

hk ← (hk, uk) ; Return hk

H.Ev(1λ, hk, x, 1�)

(hk, uk) ← hk ; u ← U.Ev(1λ, uk, x)

y ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, u, 1�) ; Return y

U.Kg(1λ)

uk ←$ U.Kg(1λ)

mk ←$ {0, 1}U.ol(λ)

rk ←$ GF(2U.ol(λ))\{0U.ol(λ)}
Return (uk, rk,mk)

U.Ev(1λ, (uk, rk), x)

If |x| < U.ol(λ) then

Return mk⊕(x ‖ 10U.ol(λ)−|x|)
x1 ← x[1,U.ol(λ)]; x2 ← x[U.ol(λ)+1, |x|]
y ← U.Ev(1λ, uk, x2)⊕(x1 × rk)

Return y

Fig. 7. Top: The PKE scheme Hedge[H, LT] associated to function family H and
LTDF LT. Middle: The H = AU-then-Hash[U,H] VIL UCE[Ssup] family built from an
AU hash U and a FIL UCE[Ssup] family H. Bottom: The U = Hash-then-Mask[U]
AU family built from an AU family U. The operator × is multiplication in the finite
field GF(2U.ol(λ)) and the string 0U.ol(λ) encodes the zero element of GF(2U.ol(λ)).
HE1: Our HE1 PKE scheme is obtained from an LTDF LT, a FIL UCE[Ssup] fam-
ily H and an AU family U as HE1 = Hedge[H, LT] with H = AU-then-Hash[U,H] and
U = Hash-then-Mask[U].

IND scheme via a similar BR93-based instantiation of the REwH transform of
BBNRSS [4]. This results in the candidate scheme Hedge[H, LT], associated to a
function family H and LTDF LT, whose algorithms are shown in the left panel
of Fig. 7. Here Hedge[H, LT].IL(·) = H.OL(·), meaning we can encrypt messages
of length matching the allowed output lengths of H.

We first ask if one can show IND-CDA security of Hedge[H, LT] assuming
UCE[Ssup] security of H. This involves two new difficulties relative to Theo-
rem 2. The first, more minor, is the presence of the randomness. The second
is more major, namely that the IND-CDA notion is adaptive. To address this,
BBNRSS [4] needed quite involved techniques including anonymous LTDFs and
an adaptive LHL, and yet only achieved security for block sources, not the full
IND-CDA security that we target. However we are able to show that Hedge[H, LT]
does achieve (full) IND-CDA assuming only that LT is a (standard) LTDF and
H is UCE[Ssup].

But recall that H-IND requires also that Hedge[H, LT] is IND-CPA. But it is
quite unclear why this would be true under UCE[Ssup] security of H. The reason
is that UCE guarantees nothing for inputs depending on hk but messages in
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IND-CPA can depend on the public key, which contains hk. This difficulty is
quite fundamental and at first seemed impossible to circumvent within the UCE
framework. We resolve it by using a particular UCE[Ssup] family H. Let H be a
fixed input length UCE[Ssup] family. Recall that the AU-then-Hash transform of
BHK2 [10] takes an AU (almost universal) family U and H to return a variable
input length family H = AU-then-Hash[U,H] that they show is itself UCE[Ssup].
We will take an (arbitrary) AU family U and construct another, special AU
family U = Hash-then-Mask[U] via a transform called Hash-then-Mask that we
introduce. Then our UCE[Ssup] family is H = AU-then-Hash[U,H]. With this
choice we will be able to show that HE1 = Hedge[H, LT] —this is our scheme—
is IND-CPA. In conjunction with our prior claim, HE1 is then H-IND as desired.

We now detail this. We recall some definitions from BHK2 [9]. Let V be a
fixed output length (FOL) function family. Let λ,m ∈ N. Let

Coll1V(λ,m) = max {Pr[y = V.Ev(1λ, vk, x)] : |y| = V.ol(λ) and |x| ≤ m }
Coll2V(λ,m0,m1) = max {Pr[V.Ev(1λ, vk, x0) = V.Ev(1λ, vk, x1)] :

|x0| ≤ m0, |x1| ≤ m1 and x0 �= x1 }
CollV(λ,m0,m1) = max {Coll2V(λ,m0,m1), Coll1V(λ,min{m0,m1}) } .

In the first and second equations, the probability is over vk ←$ V.Kg(1λ). A
FOL family V is almost universal (AU) if for all polynomials M0,M1: N →
N the function fM0,M1 is negligible, where for λ ∈ N we let fM0,M1(λ) =
CollV(λ,M0(λ),M1(λ)).

Now let U be a (FOL) AU family having U.IL = N. We introduce a transform
called Hash-then-Mask that given U returns the family U = Hash-then-Mask[U]
defined in the right panel of Fig. 7. It has U.ol = U.ol and U.IL = N. Lemma 3
below shows that U is itself an AU family.

Lemma 3. Let U be a (FOL) AU hash of U.IL = N. Let U = Hash-then-Mask[U].
Then for any λ,m,m′ ∈ N we have (a) Coll1U(λ,m) ≤ Coll1U(λ,m)+2−U.ol(λ)

and (b) Coll2U(λ,m,m′) ≤ Coll2U(λ,m,m′) + 2/2U.ol(λ). �
The proof of Lemma 3 is in [7]. Note that BHK2 [9] provide an extremely fast con-
struction of an AU family U, running at 0.4 cycles per byte. Our Hash-then-Mask
does not degrade speed much, and thus the family U = Hash-then-Mask[U] used
in our scheme is also fast.

Now let H be a function family with FIL H.il and with H.OL = N. Let U
be a FOL AU function family with U.ol = H.il and with U.IL = H.OL = N.
The AU-then-Hash transform of BHK2 [9] takes U,H and returns the family H =
AU-then-Hash[U,H] shown in the middle panel of Fig. 7. It has H.OL = H.IL = N.
BHK2 [9] show that if H is UCE[Ssup] then so is H.

We are finally ready to define our HE1 scheme. Let H be a function family
with FIL H.il and with H.OL = N. Let U be a (FOL) AU family having U.IL = N.
Let LT be an LTDF. Let �: N → N be a polynomial. Then let HE1 = Hedge[H, LT]
with H = AU-then-Hash[U,H] and U = Hash-then-Mask[U]. A subtle point is that
we set HE1.il = �, meaning HE1 is restricted to encrypt messages of length �.
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Why this is needed is not evident from the scheme description but will be needed
in the proof of security. We also set HE1.rl = U.ol. Theorem 4 below shows that
HE1 is H-IND secure. The concrete security statements refer to

AdvcollU (λ, p, σ)

= max
{ k∑

i=1

k′∑
j=1

CollU(λ,mi,m
′
j) : k

}
≤ p, k′ ≤ p,

k∑
i=1

mi ≤ σ,
k′∑

i=1

m′
i ≤ σ .

Theorem 4. Let H be a UCE[Ssup] function family with FIL H.il and with
H.OL = N. Let U be a (FOL) AU family having U.IL = N. Let LT be an LTDF.
Let �: N → N be a polynomial. Let HE1 be defined from H,U, LT, � as above.

Asymptotic result: HE1 is H-IND secure.

Concrete IND-CPA result: Let A be an adversary and P be a predictor. We can
construct a source S, a distinguisher D and an adversary B such that

Advind-cpaHE1,A (·) ≤ 2Advuce
H,S,D

(·) + 2AdvltdfLT,B(·) + 21−U.ol

Advpred
S,P

(·) ≤
√

q

2τ/2
+

√
q · Coll2U(·, LT.il) +

2
√

q

2U.ol/2

where q is the maximum of the size of P ’s output in the execution of PredP
S

and

τ is the lossiness of LT. Furthermore, T(LossyB
LT),T(UCES,D

H
); and QHash

S = 2.

Concrete IND-CDA result: Let A be an adversary and P be a predictor. We can
construct a source S, a distinguisher D and an adversary B such that

AdvcdaHE1,A(·) ≤ 2AdvltdfLT,B(·) + 2Advuce
H,S,D

(·) + 2Advcoll
U

(·, 2p, s) +

3p2 · GuessA(·) +
19p2

2min{U.ol,LT.il}

Advpred
S,P

(·) ≤
√

2q · Advcoll
U

(·, 2p, s) + 2p
√

q · GuessA(·) +
6p

√
q

2min{U.ol,τ}/2

where p is the maximum of the total number of messages that A produces in the
execution of CDAA

HE1, s = p · (U.ol + LT.il + �), q is the maximum of the size
of P ’s output in the execution of PredP

S
, and τ is the lossiness of LT. Moreover,

T(LossyB
LT),T(UCES,D

H
) ≤ T(CDAA

HE1); and QHash
S

≤ 2p. �

The proof of Theorem 4 is in [7]. Here we discuss some of the ideas. For IND-CPA
security, recall that the adversary A makes only a single LR query. The transform
Hash-then-Mask ensures that, for any string m, if r is a random U.ol(λ)-bit string
and uk ←$ U.Kg(1λ) then u ← U(1λ,uk, r ‖ m) is also uniformly random, inde-
pendent of m. Therefore, one doesn’t need to know m to sample r ←$ {0, 1}U.ol(λ)
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HE2.Enc(1λ, (ek, hk), m; r)

x ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, r ‖ m, 1LT.il(λ))

trap ← LT.Ev(1λ, ek, x)

seed ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, x, 1F.kl(λ)+U.ol(λ))

y ← seed[1,U.ol(λ)]

fk ← seed[U.ol(λ) + 1, |seed|]
mask ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, 0F.il(λ), 1|m|)
c ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, y, 1|m|)⊕mask⊕m

Return (trap, c)

HE2.Dec(1λ, (dk, hk), (trap, c))

x ← LT.Inv(1λ, dk, trap)

seed ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, x, 1F.kl(λ)+U.ol(λ))

y ← seed[1,U.ol(λ)]

fk ← seed[U.ol(λ) + 1, |seed|]
mask ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, 0F.il(λ), 1|c|)
m ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, y, 1|c|)⊕mask⊕c

Return m

Fig. 8. Encryption and decryption algorithms of HE2, where U is an AU family, H is
a FIL UCE[Ssup] family, F is a VOL PRF, LT is a LTDF. Here U = Hash-then-Mask[U]
and H = AU-then-Hash[U,H].

and compute x ← H.Ev(1λ,hk, r ‖ m, 1LT.il(λ)), because one can instead sam-
ple u ←$ {0, 1}U.ol(λ) and compute x ← H.Ev(1λ,hk, u, 1LT.il(λ)). The source will
leak H.Ev(1λ,hk, x, 1|m|) so that the distinguisher can run A to get m and xor
the two strings to complete the ciphertext. Still, computing H.Ev(1λ,hk, x, 1|m|)
requires knowing |m|; it’s why HE1 can only handle fixed-length messages. For
IND-CDA security, we can actually prove that Hedge[H, LT] is IND-CDA secure
for any UCE[Ssup] H. The source will run A1 and the first phase of A2 to create
the ciphertexts via the Hash oracle. Note that during the first phase, A2 only
receives what the source sees, and therefore doesn’t get to learn the hash key hk.
UCE then allows us to switch to a game in which the adversary has to fight an
RO-based scheme, and thus its adaptivity is futile. Moreover, it can only specify
distributions, and thus despite the adaptivity, the chance that the source repeats
a Hash query is about p2 ·GuessA. We again exploit the lossiness of LT to allow
statistical unpredictability.

The HE2 Scheme. With HE1 we reach our goal of the first fully H-IND secure
PKE scheme in the standard model. Additionally it is more efficient than prior
standard-model schemes that only achieved non-full security. However, like prior
standard-model schemes, it is FIL, meaning only encrypts messages of a fixed
length. We now provide the HE2 scheme that retains the security properties
of HE1 but additionally can encrypt messages of variable and arbitrary length.
Furthermore it can do this with hybrid-encryption like performance, meaning
the asymmetric cost is fixed as message length grows.

The additional tool that we need is a VOL PRF F —this means F.OL(·) = N—
such that λ ∈ F.IL(λ) for every λ ∈ N. As before let H be a function family with
FIL H.il and with H.OL(·) = N. Let U be a (FOL) AU family having U.IL(·) = N.
Let LT be an LTDF. Let U = Hash-then-Mask[U] and H = AU-then-Hash[U,H].
The encryption and decryption algorithms of HE2 are specified in Fig. 8. The
key-generation algorithm HE2.Kg is the same as HE1.Kg. We let HE2.rl = U.ol.
But this time HE2.IL(·) = N, meaning we can encrypt messages of any length.
Theorem 5 below formally confirms that HE2 is H-IND secure.
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Theorem 5. Let F be a PRF with F.OL(·) = N and λ ∈ F.IL(λ) for every λ ∈ N.
Let H be a UCE[Ssup] function family with FIL H.il and with H.OL(·) = N.
Let U be a (FOL) AU family having U.IL(·) = N. Let LT be an LTDF. Let HE2
be defined from F,H,U, LT as above.

Asymptotic result: HE2 is H-IND secure.

Concrete IND-CPA result: Let A be an adversary and P be a predictor. We can
construct a source S, a distinguisher D, adversaries B and C such that

Advind-cpaHE2,A (·) ≤ 2Advuce
H,S,D

(·) + 2AdvltdfLT,B(·) + 2AdvprfF,C(·) + 21−U.ol

Advpred
S,P

(·) ≤
√

q

2τ/2
+

√
q · Coll2U(·, LT.il) +

2
√

q

2U.ol/2

where q is the maximum of the size of P ’s output in the execution of PredP
S

and τ is the lossiness of LT. Furthermore, T(LossyB
LT),T(UCES,D

H
),T(PRFC

F ) ≤
T(CPAA

HE3); Q
RR
C = 1; and QHash

S = 2.

Concrete IND-CDA result: Let A be an adversary and P be a predictor. We can
construct a source S, a distinguisher D, adversary B such that

AdvcdaHE,A(·) ≤ 2AdvltdfLT,B(·) + 2Advuce
H,S,D

(·) + 2Advcoll
U

(·, 3p, s) +

5p2 · GuessA(·) +
44p2

2min{U.ol,LT.il}

Advpred
S,P

(·) ≤
√

2qAdvcoll
U

(·, 3p, s) + 2.5p
√

q · GuessA(·) +
9.5p

√
q

2min{U.ol,τ}/2

where p is the maximum of the total number of messages that A produces in the
execution of CDAA

HE2, s is 3p · max{U.ol, LT.il} plus the maximum of the total
length of messages that A produces in the execution of CDAA

HE2, q is the maxi-
mum of the size of P ’s output in the execution of PredP

S
, and τ is the lossiness

of LT. In addition, T(LossyB
LT),T(UCES,D

H
) ≤ T(CDAA

HE2); and QHash
S

≤ 3p. �

The proof of Theorem 5 is in [7]. Here we give some intuition about why HE2
can securely handle variable-length messages. We’ll only discuss the IND-CPA
case, in which the message length may depend on the public key. The source
will be responsible for producing a PRF key fk, whose length is independent of
the public key, and will leak it along with some other information. The UCE
security is only used to ensure that fk looks random to the distinguisher. The
task of generating the two pads F.Ev(1λ, fk, 0F.il(λ), 1|m|) and H.Ev(1λ,hk, y, 1|m|)
is left to the distinguisher who runs A to get m. Note that the distinguisher
always creates H.Ev(1λ,hk, y, 1|m|) regardless of the challenge bit of game UCE.
We then use the PRF security of F to ensure that the first pad looks random
to A. Consequently, in the string (trap, c) that A receives, the first component
is independent of the message, and the second component is indistinguishable
from a random string.
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The HE3 Scheme. Consider the p
√

q · GuessA(·) term in the concrete bound
for IND-CDA security in Theorem 5. This is worse than the “optimal” bound
p(q + p) · GuessA(·) if one uses a random oracle. Why does this gap matter?
Asymptotically, we know that GuessA(·) is negligible, and hence this entire term
is negligible too, under either of the two bounds. But concretely, the first bound
means that we must have more min-entropy in the messages to get security.
This is not desirable in practice. For example if we encrypt passwords, their
min-entropy may be borderline. Thus it would be desirable to have a better
bound. Moreover, it would also be desirable to give a simple construction based
on a generic UCE-secure hash. We achieve both goals with our HE3 scheme.

The only ingredients we need this time are a PRF F (with fixed input length
F.il and F.OL(·) = N), a UCE[Ssrs] family H (with H.IL(·) = H.OL(·) = N) and a
LTDF LT. We let ρ: N → N be a polynomial that is a parameter of the scheme.
The encryption and decryption algorithms of HE3 are shown in Fig. 9 and the
key-generation algorithm HE3.Kg is the same as HE1.Kg. We let HE3.rl = ρ.
We also let HE3.IL(·) = N, meaning the scheme encrypts variable and arbitrary
length messages. While the scheme is quite simple it’s challenging to find an
analysis to match the desired bound p(q + p) · GuessA(·) for the reset-advantage
in the IND-CDA setting. A naive analysis will end up in an inferior bound
q2p · GuessA(·). Let (m1, r1), . . . , (mp, rp) be the message-coin pairs specified
by A’s IND-CDA queries. The reset adversary R is given a random oracle RO
that on input (x, �), returns a random string of length �. Let Bad be the event
that R queries y ← RO(mk, ρ(λ)) and then queries RO(y⊕rk,F.kl(λ) + λ) for
some k ≤ p. For HE3 to be IND-CDA secure, Bad must not occur. Suppose the
reset adversary R queries RO(x1, ρ(λ)), . . . ,RO(x�q/2�, ρ(λ)), and then queries
RO(z1,F.kl(λ) + λ), . . . ,RO(z�q/2�,F.kl(λ) + λ). If there are i, j ≤ �q/2� and
k ≤ p such that xi = mk and RO(xi, ρ(λ))⊕zj = rk then Bad occurs. This seems
to happen with probability q2p

4 GuessA(·), because R can adaptively choose zj

after seeing RO(x1, ρ(λ)), . . . ,RO(x�q/2�, ρ(λ)).
To tackle this problem, we exploit a combinatorial technique on the coin

length ρ—a parameter that we fully control. From Lemma 6 below, the chance
that Bad occurs is at most qp ·GuessA(·)+q2p ·2−ρ(λ)/3. If ρ is large enough, say
ρ(λ) ≥ 4.5λ for every λ ∈ N, then this matches the optimal bound. The proof of
Lemma 6 is in [7].

Lemma 6. Let U, V be random variables over {0, 1}∗ and {0, 1}�, respectively.
Assume that the maximum, over all u, v, of Pr[(U, V ) = (u, v)], is at most ε.
Let RO be a random oracle and let W = RO(U, �)⊕V . For any adversary A that
makes at most q queries to RO, the probability that the first component of one
of A’s RO queries is W is at most qε + q2 · 2−�/3. �

Theorem 7 below confirms that HE3 is H-IND secure with very good concrete
security bounds. While UCE[Ssup] is enough for IND-CPA security, IND-CDA
requires the stronger UCE[Ssrs] assumption. The proof is in [7].

Theorem 7. Let F be a PRF with F.OL(·) = N and fixed input length F.il. Let H
be a UCE[Ssrs] function family with H.IL(·) = H.OL(·) = N. Let LT be an LTDF
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HE3.Enc(1λ, (ek, hk), m; r)

w ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, m, 1|r|)⊕r

x ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, w, 1LT.il(λ))

trap ← LT.Ev(1λ, ek, x)

seed ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, x, 1F.kl(λ)+λ)

y ← seed[1, λ] ; fk ← seed[λ+1, |seed|]
mask ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, 0F.il(λ), 1|m|)
c ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, y, 1|m|)⊕mask⊕m

Return (trap, c)

HE3.Dec(1λ, (dk, hk), (trap, c))

x ← LT.Inv(1λ, dk, trap)

seed ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, x, 1F.kl(λ)+λ)

y ← seed[1, λ] ; fk ← seed[λ + 1, |seed|]
mask ← F.Ev(1λ, fk, 0F.il(λ), 1|c|)
m ← H.Ev(1λ, hk, y, 1|c|)⊕mask⊕c

Return m

Fig. 9. Encryption and decryption algorithms of HE3, where H is a UCE[Ssrs] family,
F is a VOL PRF and LT is a LTDF

such that LT.il(λ) ≥ λ for all λ ∈ N. Let ρ: N → N be a polynomial such that
ρ(λ) ≥ λ for all λ ∈ N. Let HE3 be defined from F,H, LT, ρ as above.

Asymptotic result: HE3 is H-IND secure.

Concrete IND-CPA result: Let A be an adversary and P be a predictor. We can
construct a source S, a distinguisher D, adversaries B and C such that

Advind-cpaHE3,A (·) ≤ 2AdvuceH,S,D(·) + 2AdvltdfLT,B(·) + 2AdvprfF,C(·) + 21−ρ

AdvpredS,P (·) ≤ 2q

2ρ
+

q

2τ

where q is the maximum of the size of P ’s output in the execution of PredP
S

and τ is the lossiness of LT. Furthermore, T(LossyB
LT),T(UCES,D

H
),T(PRFC

F ) ≤
T(CPAA

HE3); Q
RR
C = 1; and QHash

S = 2.

Concrete IND-CDA result: Let A be an adversary and R be a predictor. We can
construct a source S, a distinguisher D, adversary B such that

AdvcdaHE,A(λ) ≤ 2AdvltdfLT,B(λ) + 2AdvuceH,S,D(λ) + p2 · GuessA(λ) +

8p2

2λ
+

12p2

2min{τ(λ),ρ(λ)}

AdvresetS,R (λ) ≤ p(p + q) · GuessA(λ) +
5p2

2λ
+

6.5p2

2min{τ(λ),ρ(λ)} +
pq2

2ρ(λ)/3

where p is the maximum of the total number of messages that A produces in the
execution of CDAA

HE3, q = QHash
R , and τ is the lossiness of LT. Furthermore,

T(LossyB
LT),T(UCES,D

H
) ≤ T(CDAA

HE3); and QHash
S ≤ 3p. �

5 Efficiency and Comparisons with Prior Schemes

Our schemes improve on prior work on both the theoretical and practical fronts.
On the theoretical front, DE1 is the first standard-model D-PKE scheme that is
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fully IND secure and HE1,HE2,HE3 are the first standard-model PKE schemes
achieving full H-IND, meaning IND-CPA plus full IND-CDA. Prior standard-
model D-PKE (resp. PKE) schemes only achieved IND (resp. IND-CDA) for
block sources, which assumes messages (resp. message-randomness pairs) are
unpredictable even given prior ones, which is unlikely to be true in applications.

On the practical front, prior standard-model schemes fix a message length,
create keys depending on it, and use only asymmetric operations, making them
inflexible and inefficient. Our schemes handle variable input length messages
with hybrid-encryption like efficiency, meaning the asymmetric cost is fixed and
one pays only in hashing as message length grows. Exploiting fast instantiations
of UCE[Ssup] and UCE[Ssrs] functions [9,45], this yields high performance.

To elaborate, recall that asymmetric primitives are orders of magnitude more
expensive than symmetric ones. Crucial to making IND-CPA PKE efficient
is the hybrid encryption paradigm as represented by the KEM-DEM frame-
work [25]. Here, PKE.Enc(1λ, ek,m) uses its coins to generate a random sym-
metric key K along with an encapsulation ca of K under ek, and returns
ciphertext (ca, cs) where cs is a symmetric encryption of m under K. The
asymmetric cost is thus fixed regardless of message length and is amortized
out for long messages. Ideally, we would like a similar generic hybrid encryp-
tion paradigm for D-PKE and H-PKE. But, despite interest and search, this
has not been found. The reason in part is the apparently crucial use of ran-
domness in the choice of K. As a result, prior standard-model D-PKE and
H-PKE schemes have used only asymmetric operations. This has resulted not
only in fixed message lengths but in costs that are exorbitant for long messages.

Our methods and schemes change this. Although we do not provide a generic
hybrid encryption paradigm for these domains, our DE1,HE2 and HE3 schemes
achieve hybrid-encryption like performance, meaning the asymmetric cost is fixed
regardless of message length, and one pays only in symmetric operations — in
our case this means hashing via the UCE[Ssup] or UCE[Ssrs] functions— as the
message length grows.

To capitalize on this for performance, good and careful instantiation of the
UCE hash functions is needed. We need UCE functions H that are both VIL
—variable input length, H.IL(·) = N— and VOL —variable output length,
H.OL(·) = N. We now discuss how best to obtain these.

A simple instantiation of a UCE family is based on HMAC-SHA-256, as
suggested in [8] and justified in [45]. While this yields a VIL family, it is FOL
(fixed output length). A method to turn FOL UCE families into VOL ones is
given in [8], but is slow. A better and faster transform is provided in [7]. With
this we get UCE[Ssup] and UCE[Ssrs] families with very good performance. These
suffice for DE1,HE1 and HE3.

But one can do even better. BHK2 [9] provide a fast FIL, VOL UCE[Ssup]
function H based on AES. They also provide a fast AU family U. Applying their
AU-then-Hash transform will return a VIL, VOL UCE[Ssup] family H that is
significantly faster than the HMAC-SHA-256 based instantiation. This suffices
for DE1 and HE1.
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UE.Kg(1λ)

(ek, dk) ←$ DE.Kg(1λ)

Return (ek, (ek, dk))

UE.Enc(1λ, ek, m)

c ← DE.Enc(ek, m)

Return c

UE.Dec(1λ, (ek, dk), c)

m ← DE.Dec(dk, c)

If m �= ⊥ then

c′ ← DE.Enc(ek, m)

If c′ �= c then return ⊥
Return m

Fig. 10. U-PKE scheme UE = UniqueCtx[DE] constructed from D-PKE scheme DE

Recall HE2 needs a UCE[Ssup] family H of a special form, but it is based on
AU-then-Hash and thus amenable to an efficient instantiation. Start again from
H,U from BHK2 as above. This time turn U into U via our Hash-then-Mask
transform —this preserves performance— and apply AU-then-Hash to this to
get H. This UCE[Ssup] family is again exceptionally fast and of the special form
required for HE2.

6 Unique-Ciphertext PKE

In an algorithm-substitution attack (ASA) [12], the prescribed encryption algo-
rithm is replaced with a subverted one that may attempt to leak information
about the message to “big brother.” The latter and the subverted algorithm
may even share a key based on which they communicate. BPR [12] formalize
the attacker goal in an ASA as compromising privacy while evading detection,
the latter meaning that subverted ciphertexts are indistinguishable from real
ones even given the decryption key. They focus on the symmetric setting. They
give attacks showing that randomized, stateless schemes will succumb to attack.
They show however that security against ASAs may be achieved by what they
call unique ciphertext symmetric encryption schemes.

BPR [12] initiate the study of ASAs for PKE. Continuing that theme, we define
unique ciphertext PKE. We say that a PKE scheme PKE has unique ciphertexts,
or is a U-PKE scheme, if for every λ ∈ N, every (ek,dk) ∈ [PKE.Kg(1λ)], and every
message m, there is atmost one ciphertext c ∈ {0, 1}∗ such thatPKE.Dec(1λ,dk, c)
�= ⊥. Coupled with correctness, this means that for every λ ∈ N, every (ek,dk) ∈
[PKE.Kg(1λ)] and everym ∈ {0, 1}∗ with |m| ∈ PKE.IL(λ) the set [PKE.Enc(1λ, ek,
m)] has size exactly one. The latter means that a unique ciphertext scheme is deter-
ministic, meaning a D-PKE scheme.

We now ask how to design a U-PKE scheme. The natural thought is that any
D-PKE scheme is a U-PKE scheme. This is not true. As an example, take any
IND D-PKE scheme, and modify it so that encryption pre-pends a bit to the
ciphertext that is ignored by decryption. This is still an IND D-PKE scheme,
but it does not have unique ciphertexts, because if c is the encryption of m
under 1λ, ek in the starting D-PKE scheme then both 0 ‖ c and 1 ‖ c are valid
ciphertexts in the new D-PKE scheme.

However, we show that one can transform any given D-PKE scheme DE into
a U-PKE scheme UE. The U-PKE public key is the same as the D-PKE one,
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but the secret key is the pair (ek,dk) consisting of the D-PKE public key and
matching secret key. Encryption is as in D-PKE. U-PKE decryption of ciphertext
c first recovers the candidate message m via D-PKE decryption of c under dk
and then checks that re-encrypting m under ek yields c, rejecting otherwise.
UE = UniqueCtx[DE] is is formally specified in Fig. 10.

The security requirement for U-PKE contains to be IND, meaning a U-PKE
scheme is treated just as a D-PKE scheme in the context of security. Applying
our UniqueCtx to DE1 thus yields a very efficient IND U-PKE scheme.

In the symmetric setting, unique-ciphertext encryption could be stateful and
thus attain IND-CPA type security [12]. Here, a synchronized state is shared
between sender and receiver. In the PKE setting, however, it is does not seem
practical to assume that the sender and receiver share a synchronized state.
Indeed, this would go against the spirit of public-key cryptography. As a con-
sequence, for the benefit of unique ciphertexts, security must drop compared to
IND-CPA, meaning we pay in security to protect against ASAs.
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